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Abstract
Throughout my childhood, my parents often took me out into nature to go hiking,
camping, and just explore. Now when I am in nature, I am reminded of my childhood and reflect
on the memories of safety and comfort that I experienced, but through the lens of the person that I
am today. As I have learned about and engaged with people in my community, I realized that
their experiences and views of being outdoors and in the environments that I grew up feeling
comfortable in are much different than mine. These different experiences are based on factors
such as family or community, external factors, social location, and their personal experiences.
My work is a way for me to reflect on and convey my own experiences as a child as
opposed to how I feel today, and also to be an advocate for others who feel unsafe in outdoor
environments. I reflect on the complex relationship between people and their surrounding
environment in two different media - painting and graphic design. In my paintings, I explore my
personal and experiential relationship with the natural environment, as well as how my
relationships with family have affected my experiences. I think about what it means to be a
woman in nature alone, and how I can sense that with the comfort I feel, there are also feelings of
uncertainty and a lurking danger. Through graphic design, I create influential advertising
campaigns and posters about inclusion and safety, and visual identities and branding that present
a welcoming and inclusive environment.
To show the tension between the comfort I feel in nature in relation to danger that exists, I
place myself in paintings as a child and as an adult in situations where the feeling of lurking
danger is present, or where the figures are vulnerable in some way. The images that I paint feel
precarious and unsettling, but comforting at the same time as I often appear happy in nature with
my family. The figures in my paintings interact with recurring symbols and elements such as fog,
water, or roots. I use elevated, dark colors and gestural mark making to show opposition and
emphasize an unsettling mood.
The colors that I use in my graphic design work are warm, natural, and tonal colors that
visually communicate feelings of familiarity and comfort. I use bold serif typefaces such as
Gastromond and Freehouse that appear adventurous and lighthearted, paired with wide sans serif
typefaces such as Avenir and Effra because these typefaces appear approachable, friendly, and
dependable. The flat and minimalistic illustrations and icons that I use in my infographics and
advertising designs also make them easily digestible and welcoming for the viewer.
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION: SAFETY, PEACE, AND COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
Hiking, camping, and exploring in the outdoors have been recurring activities for myself
and my family throughout my childhood. Consequently, I am drawn to these activities and being
in nature as an adult. I associate feelings of peace, freedom, and comfort with being outdoors.
However, as a woman, I also have conflicting feelings of exposure and vulnerability alone in
public and in nature. In the study, “The Gendered ‘Nature’ of The Urban Outdoors: Women
Negotiating Fear of Violence,” Jennifer K. Wesely and Emily Gaarder found that women
“exercised an ongoing negotiation of both their joy in the outdoors and their sense of
vulnerability and fear that sometimes manifested in seemingly contradictory ways.”1 This
contradiction is something that I find that I resonate with when recalling my experiences in
nature as an adult compared to my childhood. As I have grown and learned about the experiences
of different people in my community, I now acknowledge that, for many, levels of comfort in
nature are much different than mine. These varied responses are based on factors such as family,
community, social location, personal experiences, and other external factors. The difference in
my experiences in nature is due to my privilege as a white person and the access that I had to
nature growing up, and this is something that I recognize and address in my work.
I use my paintings as an outlet for examining my own experiences as a child as
opposed to how I feel today due to its expressive nature and ability to translate qualitative
experience into a sharable and viewable art object that might start conversations outside
myself. Through my paintings I began to question even more the difference between my
experience outdoors compared to those of many women and people of color, and this led me
into more investigative research on the topic. The welcoming space that nature was for me
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growing up and the accessibility that I had is something that I believe that all people have a
right to experience. Access to nature should not be a luxury, but something that is available to
all people, because everyone has a right to the benefits of nature. Through further examining
studies and accounts, I have been able to more fully understand the gaps and disparities that
exist in national parks visitation and how national parks can be more inclusive and accessible.
As my work reaches others, I also hope to be an advocate for those who feel unsafe in outdoor
environments. In my graphic design work, I have created the branding of an invented national
park, Holmes National Park, that includes infographics, event posters, and ad campaigns that
advocate for representation and safety for women and people of color in the park.
Throughout my paintings there are different visual strategies and recurring symbols
that I use to convey my conflicting experience of feeling safe and comfortable in nature, while
also feeling the presence of a lurking danger. The mark making that I use throughout my
paintings is free and loose in the foliage and surface of the water. The delicacy of these marks
convey the relaxed and playful attitude towards nature that I learned as a child. In contrast, the
heavier and more aggressive marks that I use create tension and emphasize uncertainty. The
colors that I use throughout my paintings relate to the free and loose marks in being colorful
and bright, and add to the playfulness and joy that is conveyed. I also employ the recurring
motif of fog in some of my paintings to create more confusion and suspense about what exists
outside of the painted space. The fog that I paint within the scenes blurs blissful emotions with
the unsettlement and unease that I experience into one moment, and emphasizes feelings of
precariousness and danger.
Similarly to the bright and colorful colors that I use in my paintings, the colors that I
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use in my graphic design work are warm, natural, and tonal colors that visually communicate
feelings of familiarity and comfort. I use bold serif typefaces such as Gastromond and
Freehouse that appear adventurous and lighthearted, paired with wide sans serif typefaces
such as Avenir and Effra because these typefaces appear approachable, friendly, and
dependable. Throughout my posters, I use playful and adventurous hand lettered typography
to mimic the nature of the experience that the posters are promoting and create visual
hierarchy.

The Importance of Formative Experiences in Nature
A key factor impacting the frequency with which individuals visit national parks is
formative experiences that people had as children in the outdoors. Wesely and Gaarder found that
“For many of the women interviewed, positive and frequent experiences in the outdoors early in
life helped shape their continued desire to pursue this type of recreation later on.”2 People who
grew up going to national parks and participating in outdoor activities with their families create
memories and experiences that form a connection to the outdoors, and make them want to
recreate those experiences as adults. These individuals then pass down the tradition of visiting
national parks and having experiences in the outdoors to their children, and this pattern continues
throughout generations. Far fewer people of color visit national parks as adults or take their
children to national parks overall, because many did not have the same formative experiences
outdoors as children as white park-goers. In the article “People of Color and Their Constraints to
National Parks Visitation,” David Scott and KangJae Jerry Lee explain that:
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Factors such as limited socioeconomic resources, cultural factors, boundary maintenance,
discrimination, and White racial frames impair the acquisition of early formative
experiences that carry over into adulthood. White Americans, particularly those who are
affluent, routinely pass on to their children skills, knowledge, and appreciation of the
outdoors. They do this by providing them encouragement, instruction and equipment, and
vacationing with them in national parks. The absence of these formative experiences
creates disadvantageous disparities in skills, knowledge, and appreciation of the great
outdoors in general and national parks specifically. The absence of these skills often
means that many people of color come to equate national parks and other outdoor areas as
White spaces and off limits to them.”3
A history of segregation and social location have created these White racial frames and made
people of color feel that they are not welcome to visit national parks and outdoor spaces.
Consequently, knowledge of the outdoors and experiences in the outdoors are usually not passed
down through generations, and formative experiences are not made as children.
The presence of formative experiences that I had in nature as a child allowed me to gain
an appreciation and connection to nature that makes me want to be outdoors and visit national
parks today. Reflecting on my childhood experiences, my best memories are from when my
parents would take me out into nature to go hiking, camping, and explore forests and creeks. The
family photos that I have from that time create a window into that environment, and allow me to
look back on memories from my childhood through the lens of the person that I have become.
Looking at these photos with the knowledge that I have now allows me to create spaces in my
paintings that balance between the comfort, safety, and familiarity that nature brings me due to
experiences from my childhood, with the uncertainty, danger, and discomfort that it can also
bring. I use my paintings as a way to reflect on my own experiences growing up being in nature
and learning about the outdoors, and how this has impacted my relationship with the outdoors
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today. Through my paintings I also encourage other people to think about their own experiences
in the outdoors as children and as adults.
Due to my background and social location, I had the privilege growing up of visiting
national parks and having formative experiences in nature with my family. From the knowledge
and appreciation of nature that my dad passed down to me, I was able to appreciate nature more
and have a safe and enjoyable experience in the outdoors. When my family and I would go to
the mountains, my dad would hold my hands when crossing slippery rocks in a creek or would
lead me down a trail so I would not get lost. When we would go camping, he taught me skills
such as how to fish, set up a tent, and cook and store food. I always felt safe in the outdoors
because I became accustomed to the environment and felt familiar and comfortable with
navigating the outdoors.

(fig. 1) Trust. 2021. Oil on canvas, 24 in x 20 in.
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The painting Trust is inspired by a photo of my father and I from my childhood. The
photo was taken on one of our trips to the mountains and shows my father holding me over a
creek. This painting depicts the trust that I held as a young child for my father, as I allowed him
to hold me above the water without fear that he would drop me, or that something could be
lurking underneath the surface that could harm or take me under. The safety and comfort is
captured in the photo and painting through the relaxed composure of my body and calm
demeanor in my face as I look down into the water. Though on the surface the painting conveys
feelings of safety and comfortability, there is also a felt sense of danger. The water appears dark
with roots and obscured elements underneath the surface, and sharp, energetic orange lines that
lead down the figure into the water that adds a sense of heightened apprehension within the
environment.
The formal qualities in this painting add to the safe feeling that I felt as a child in the
presence of my father compared to the lurking danger that was nevertheless present. Barely
visible within dark and shadowy tones of the water, ominous entangled roots and other elements
reach for my feet. Orange and yellow marks interrupt the realism of the naturalistic earthtones to
signify urgency or danger or to alert people to be cautious. The striking and bold orange lines
feel alarming, and signify to the viewer that there is something hidden underneath the water that
the figure should be cautious of. The brushwork in this painting remains loose at the surface of
the water, but then becomes quicker, rougher, and thicker beneath the surface, and these
aggressive marks embed the painting with the tension and danger I became aware of with
experience.

7

(fig. 2) Grounded. 2022. Oil on canvas, 20 in x 16 in.

Wesely and Gaarder also found that “according to interview respondents, this childhood
love of the outdoors continued into adulthood. The respondents used words such as “freeing,”
“peaceful,” and “spiritual” to describe their workouts in outdoor parks...”4 Similar feelings carry
over into my adulthood, because of the positive memories my family and I made in nature
growing up. This created an emotional bond with nature for me. To me, the outdoors is both a
healing space and escape. The painting Grounded is inspired by a childhood photo of me
jumping from one rock to another in the mountains. My expression in this painting is carefree
and blissful, and my arms are outstretched, to emphasize my feelings of freedom and delight in
nature. My joyful posture and the bright surface of the leaves, rocks, and water contrast with the
darkness that lies underneath the figure and in the brush, which signify the vulnerability of the
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figure’s body, as well as other dangers she is unaware of. The subtle, striking red line just below
the foot as it makes contact with the rock emphasizes risk and instability. The environment
appears safe, yet the figure could slip or be in danger at any moment. Within my painting
process, my feelings and memories associated with childhood photographs of myself and my
family in nature lead me to the decisions about color and brushstrokes. The vivid and nonlocal
colors on the surface of the rocks and water further emphasize the lighthearted and effervescent
mood that I want to express within the painting. The playfully rendered leaves in this painting
intentionally relate to the figure hovering above the rocks.

(fig. 3) Reflection. 2022. Oil on canvas, 50 in x 44 in.

9

Though the formative experiences that I had in nature as a child were positive, I realize
that I was naive to the real dangers present. The outdoors is not always a welcoming place. The
painting Reflections depicts me as an adult hiking along a path through the forest, watching as
my younger self does the same. I look back on the innocence of my childhood, seeking to
emphasize the complex negotiations with our worldviews that we undergo in the transition to
adulthood. The knowledge we gain as adults can sometimes disrupt flawless perceptions of the
world held previously. As a child, I was sometimes heedless to my surroundings due to
confidence instilled by my parents. My knowledge has expanded as I have grown beyond my
isolated experience and interacted with others who feel more threatened and unwelcome in
nature. As I reflect on my personal feelings of solace and safety within nature, I have become
more aware that, while I can remain proud of my skills and utilize nature as a space for self care,
I still need to proceed with caution and take heed of dangers that are present for women. In
Reflection, the shadow of an unseen figure lurks at the bottom of the painting. The viewer is
aware that the figures in the painting are being watched without their knowledge, which could be
a threat to the figures’ safety. This frozen moment in time creates an anticipation as the viewer
wonders what could happen next. The viewer is also implicated in the painting, as the shadow
could be assumed to be coming from the viewer. This uncomfortable relationship between the
viewer and the figures in the painting forces the viewer to consider both the ways that they are
the danger themselves, and to reflect on their own experiences of heightened awareness for their
bodily safety. Viewers might consider their responsibility in respecting the safety of others; as
well as be reminded of the necessity of maintaining awareness of one’s surroundings.
In this painting I manipulated lighting in order for the shadow to appear as if it is being
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cast by the viewer, to create the complex relationship between the viewer and the painting that I
described. The ambiguity of the deep space in the composition also creates an ominous feeling,
as the viewer is unsure of what the child could be walking into on the path ahead. This painting
was done on a large scale in order to not only create more depth within the painting, but also to
engage viewers on a bodily scale. The scale of the painting allows the viewer to become more
immersed, which is important in making them feel as if they are in this environment viewing the
figures without their knowledge.

Precarious Nature and Lurking Danger
As an adult, nature continues to bring me peace and comfort, but I am also aware of the
threats that can lie within the solitude of nature. In national parks, there are many types of
dangers to be aware of, whether it be wildlife, climate, natural disasters, people falling from
heights, or attacks from other people themselves. While the National Park Service does not
collect data on the exact number of visitors that go missing from national parks, there are several
people who go missing or are found dead in national parks each year. According to data from the
National Park Service, they respond to “approximately 4,500 search and rescue incidents
annually, which consume a total of approximately 50,000-100,000 personnel hours.”5

In the painting, Unseen, I reflect on a childhood trip that my family took to a national
park. In the image, I am smiling and looking up at my dad, while the expression on my dad’s
face appears elusive and concerned. His gaze goes behind the camera, and beyond the viewer.
One might wonder if he sees something outside the frame that is obscured to the viewer. The

5
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(fig. 4) Unseen. 2022. Oil on canvas, 36 in x 36 in.
large scale of the painting creates an overwhelming and formidable sense that danger is present
in this scene. Making the figures the central focal point of the composition forces the viewer to
look at the figures with trepidation about the unseen, enhancing the sense that the figures are
vulnerable to surveillance or attack. It is important in this painting that the father is the only one
who can see the danger in this scenario outdoors. This shows the differences in how adults can
be more cognizant and aware of potential threats to safety compared to the untarnished views of
the world held by most children. The child is at ease beside her father, comforted by the faith
that he will protect her.
Another painting that addresses a lurking danger that I am aware of as an adult woman
that I was not aware of as a child is Mother and Child. This painting is based off of another
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(fig. 5) Mother and Child. 2021. Oil on canvas, 20 in x 24 in.

photograph in which my mother is holding me while I am sitting on the ledge of an overlook.
Seeing the vastness of the landscape in the background of this photograph, it is evident that I am
seated on a ledge that is very high in the air. Though I am in a position that could be potentially
dangerous, I am still smiling because I am unaware of my precarity as my mother holds me,
experiencing an intuitive trust that she will not let me fall. To the right of this wholesome
moment, my adult self is seen from the back, looking out over the ledge. The horizontal thrust of
the landscape communicates the vastness behind the figures and emphasizes how high the
figures are from the ground below. The ways that the different figures in this painting are facing
is significant. My mother and myself as a child are facing away from the overlook of the ledge,
while my figure as an adult is facing out and looking over the ledge. This shows how as an adult,
I am more aware of the dangers around me and of experiences that women face in the outdoors.
The height of the ledge is representative of the many other dangers that I am now aware of. The
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tree in the foreground of this painting is dark with no leaves, and the branches are pointed and
sharp which heightens even more the unsettling feelings and danger within the painting. The
branches extend and reach towards the figures in the painting in a way that makes the trees
foreboding and threatening.

Exposure and Vulnerability
Wesely and Gaarder find that “an undercurrent of the women’s responses suggest that it
is not nature itself (or the isolation from urban places and populated areas) that is feared but
violent human encroachment and harm against humans or other living things.”6 It is mainly the
violence and threats of humans that make many people feel that they are unsafe to visit parks or
be in the isolation of nature. Women and people of color are specifically targeted and subject to
threats when outdoors, and this creates fear of exposure and feelings of vulnerability in outdoor
public areas, including national parks. In the article, “The Nature Gap,” by Jenny
Rowland-Shea, Shanna Edberg, Sahir Doshi, and Robert Fanger, they explain that the historic
systematic racism and segregation in national parks “affects visitation to national parks and
other public lands and participation in outdoor recreation, as well as causes people to feel
unwelcome or in danger in nature.” They expound and state that “people of color have been and
continue to be the subject of violence, intimidation, and threats while in nature. The broader
societal criminalization of people of color–and the accompanying threat of police brutality and
even murder–can be exposed in parks and public lands.”7 There have been many instances of
danger and violence that people of color have experienced in the outdoors, and these experiences

6
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cause anxiety and hesitation to visit national parks. For example, J. Drew Lanham recounts his
experience of birding as a black man. He explains that he has not noticed many other people of
color who go birding and that it has been a challenge and sometimes scary. He and other birders
also got together and had a discussion about why diversity should matter to birders, and found
that they “all had anecdotes of racism on the birding trail—covert, overt and sometimes
scary—to solidify why the discussion of diversity had to be enjoined by the almost lily white
cadre of millions who call themselves birders.”8 People of color witness the alarming, ongoing
occurrence of these violent events in their community and beyond, propelling many to be extra
cautious and apprehensive when walking anywhere outdoors, especially in secluded areas such
as trails in national parks.
Women are also vulnerable and subject to danger and violence in the outdoors because of
verbal harassment, sexual propositioning, and unpredictable approaches. Wesely and Gaarder
explain that “countless women are probably denied the healing benefits of wilderness because of
the fear of rape behind every bush, around every corner – a fear that every woman in this culture
has been taught.”9 According to an article from the U.S. Department of the Interior, a National
Park Service Work Environment Survey found that:
10.4% of NPS employees experienced sexual harassment in the last 12 months, 19.3%
experienced gender harassment, and 0.95% reported experiencing sexual assault. The
report also looked at harassment more broadly, measuring harassment based on age, race
or ethnicity, religion, disability, sexual orientation and sexual assault. Overall, 38.7% of
employees reported experiencing some form of harassment in the last 12 months and
8

J. Drew Lanham, “Birding While Black: Does it Really Matter?” Outdoor Afro, November 1,
2011, https://outdoorafro.com/birding-while-black-does-it-really-matter-2/.
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survey results indicate many experienced some form of harassment prior to the last 12
months.10
These high statistics show that almost every woman has experienced at least one form of
harassment, whether it be being catcalled, sexually harassed, or attacked. Since a substantial
amount of women have experienced harassment in the outdoors, their fear of being in the
outdoors alone has been perpetuated by the unwanted propositioning that they know is almost
inevitable. Women experience attacks and harassment even in public places where there are a lot
of people, so the chances of them experiencing this harassment in secluded areas like nature and
national parks are even higher. The men propositioning them feel even more confident in
secluded areas that they will not be caught or reprimanded for their words, behaviors, and crimes.
National parks and outdoor spaces are places that people come to in order to get away and be
alone in a meditative space, so the fear that women face of danger and harassment causes them to
not be able to fully take advantage of the benefits of nature. Many women feel more comfortable
recreating in parks when with a partner, group, or dog, but this is not always an option. Women
deserve to feel that they can go into nature for solitary reflection. Parks and other public outdoor
spaces are not doing enough to mitigate these situations, allowing perpetrators to continue this
harassment and violence without consequence, unstatedly contributing to normalizing these
actions. The National Park Service Work Environment survey also found that “4.7% of
employees who experienced harassment did not file a report or complaint about the behavior. Of
those who chose not to report, 45.9% thought nothing would be done if they filed a report or
complaint, and 33% did not trust the process.”11 The absence of reliable justice is understandably
discouraging.

11
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A large reason that those who have power to impact change in public spaces do not do
more to mitigate these advances is because they may have not experienced the fear or danger
firsthand. In his blog post, “Privilege Checklist for Men #MeToo and Personal Safety,” Terry
Howard encourages men to follow his checklist to see if they have ever had to take extra steps
when they go outdoors in order to avoid attacks or harassment.12 Some of the items on his
checklist include checking the backseat of your car before climbing in, avoiding being in public
spaces like parking garages when alone, and taking extra care in how you dress to avoid
unwanted attention. These experiences apply to a lot of women, and are experiences that men
may not always think about. Many women may also not visit national parks or other outdoor
spaces because of the extra effort that they go through in order to feel safe. They may want to
avoid the anxiety and stress of having to look over their shoulder constantly when on trails, or
paying extra attention to what they wear before going outdoors and recreating. Wesely and
Gaarder explain that:
Women report constantly monitoring their environment for signs of danger, hesitating to venture
outside alone or even in the company of other women, asking men for protection, modifying
their clothes… and restricting their activities…. These strategies are simply part of daily life as a
woman. If women do engage in outdoor recreation, these events may be less enjoyable because
of the anxiety related to perceived vulnerability as well as the extra time, energy, and money
needed to plan ahead for an activity intended to be leisurely.”13
Accordingly, the danger and fear that I feel in the outdoors as an adult woman is not necessarily
nature itself, but the fear of threats of human encroachment that could lie within the seclusion of
national parks. The painting Silenced expresses the loss of control, suppression, and discomfort
that I feel when in nature alone. In this painting, the hand of a male figure is placed over my
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(fig. 6) Silenced. 2021. Oil on canvas, 24 in x 20 in.

mouth and presses down to hold me underwater. My figure in the water has lost control over her
bodily autonomy in this dangerous situation and is silenced. I am in a vulnerable position as the
arm that is pressing me down from above and has dominance over me.
Within this painting, I used nonlocal colors in the reflection of the water, such as dark
reds and oranges, to further the ambiguity of the scene. This forces the viewer to question what
may lie underneath the surface of the water that the figure is being forced under, and furthers the
sense that the figure is in an extremely vulnerable situation awaiting danger. The eyes of the
figure are translucent and void of expression, which conveys the disconnect that the figure has
experienced from her bodily control and the awareness that has been lost to the figure from
being seized in a vulnerable situation and not monitoring her surroundings close enough.

18

(fig. 7) Helmet Series. 2021. Oil on panel, 12 in x 9 in, 12 in x 12 in.

As a child, I believed the notion that I was indestructible when I did what my parents told
me to do in order to be safe. Whenever I was a child and there was a warning of a tornado, my
parents would put a motorcycle on my head and I trusted that I was invincible against any
danger. In an experiment that I did to explore different ways that I could convey exposure and
vulnerability in nature, I created paintings on a smaller scale of myself alone in nature with
nothing to protect me but a motorcycle helmet, as a metaphor for that experience that I had as a
child. In one painting I am in the foreground with a motorcycle helmet on my head with
tumultuous waves and another figure behind me without a helmet. The conversation between the
two figures is important because one is wearing a helmet while the other is not, however they are
both still vulnerable and being impacted by the dangerous situation in the same way.
The other painting in this series shows myself sitting alone in a secluded campground
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with a helmet on. In the background of this scene, there is fog and stormy clouds with reds and
oranges peeking through the clouds and trees to signify the presence of danger. The elements in
the scene encroach onto the figure in a threatening way. Though this figure is exposed in the
middle of these woods and in a vulnerable situation, her body language appears to be relaxed and
at ease. The helmet in this painting acts as a protective shield for the figure, though it is
unreliable and does not actually take away from the exposure and potential danger of the
situation. The trees and fog obscure the view of unpredictable hidden surroundings and add to the
unstable environment.

Advocating and Promoting for Safety and Inclusion
In my paintings, I have explored my personal and experiential relationship with the
natural environment, as well as how my relationships with family have affected my experiences.
I think about what it means to be a woman in nature alone, and how I can sense that within the
comfort I feel, there are also feelings of uncertainty and a lurking danger. In my designs, I work
to create influential advertising campaigns and posters about inclusion and safety, and am
interested in creating visual identities and branding that present a welcoming and inclusive
environment to the public. I want to raise awareness and provide an opportunity for people to
recognize and understand the need to change the disparities in safety in national parks due to race
and gender, and give information and representation to these groups so that they can feel safer in
these spaces. Through branding of a national park, event posters, and advertising campaigns, I
have been working to find ways to encourage everyone to visit national parks and to feel
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welcome and safe while doing so.
Women overall feel less comfortable and safe when they are recreating in the outdoors
alone. Wesely and Gaarder highlight some of the ways that parks, specifically South
Mountain Park, could make women feel more safe when recreating outdoors alone:
We urged the park to consider more women rangers walking the trails. In addition, we
asked that South Mountain Park consider sponsoring all-women nature hikes and trail
runs or encouraging local groups (e.g. the Sierra Club, YMCA) to organize these types of
endeavors on South Mountain trails. These programs could provide an introduction to the
trail systems and familiarize women with access/entry points, ranger stations, and
general safety information.14
Holding events in national parks that are exclusively for women such as all-women
nature hikes is a great way to bring women to parks who may be too afraid to come alone.
Through these events, women could gain both familiarity with the landscape and knowledge
about ways that they can stay safe, which could contribute to confidence hiking alone in the
future. These events will also bring women together and allow them to meet other women in
their community who are also interested in outdoor activities, and then they can form groups or
find people to go to the parks with regularly so that they do not have to be alone. In the chapter
“Gender in outdoor studies,” Karen Warren emphasizes the importance of women-only
experiences in the outdoors, and states that “Loeffler’s (1996) study on the careers of twenty-five
women outdoor leaders suggested that equal opportunity hiring policies and advancement tracks,
support networks, and single-gender programmes for women and girls would stimulate equity in
outdoor leadership positions.”15 Programs for women in national parks would encourage women
to become more involved in the parks and potentially seek leadership positions. Women gaining
positions of leadership in national parks is important so that fellow women can see
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representation of themselves, feel comfortable in knowing that women leaders are advocating for
their interests, and know that if they feel unsafe, there are women working at the parks that they
can talk to about their experiences and so that they can continue to further encourage
women-only experiences.

(fig. 8) Women in the Wild. 2022. 36 in x 24 in
Looking at the studies discussing the benefits of women-only programming in national
parks, I designed a poster for an event titled ‘Women in the Wild’ in the fictional Holmes
National Park. This week-long event invites women to the park to camp as a group, and creates
space for them to participate in group hikes and other outdoor activities and education. The focal
point of this poster is the illustration of the women sitting around the campfire. This is the first
thing that the viewer’s eye is drawn to due to the scale of this illustration, and its central
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positioning. When women see this poster, they will immediately notice that this event is for
women only, and the joyful and relaxed faces and posture of the women in the illustration will
encourage them to attend. Illustrated trees overlap with this type and this gives the poster more
layers and depth. The tent icon and rule at the bottom of the poster direct viewer’s eye to the date
and location of the event. Overall, the poster conveys that this event will be positive, comforting,
and welcoming for all women, and will encourage women to participate.
Due to factors such as leisure constraints, cultural factors, and a history of discrimination,
there is a lack of representation of people of color in outdoor spaces including national parks and
outdoor brands. David Scott and KangJae Jerry Lee recount a quote from Mikhail Martin:
Mikhail Martin, a young African American from Queens and co-founder of Brothers of
Climbing, explained why so few Blacks participate in rock climbing: ‘In the black
community, there’s this misconception that, ‘Oh, Black people don’t do that. Only White
people do this.’And they have every right to believe that, because their outlet to the world
is what you see on the TV and internet, and if you don’t see any Black people, or any
people of color climbing, you’re not going to think you can do it.16
National parks have been consistently seen as “white” spaces because prior to the Civil Rights
Act, people of color were barred from visiting national and state parks. The article ‘Creating
Welcoming Spaces at National Parks for All Visitors’ explains that:
The Black experience in nature stems from a traumatic history of racism and slavery.
Furthermore, a legacy of segregation contributes to feelings of being unwelcome in these
recreational spaces. Such pervasive discrimation has left Black communities overlooked
for policy decisions that pertain to the environment—further complicating their
relationship with national parks and public land.”17
The notion that they are unwelcome in national parks because of systemic racism and segregation
has continued into the present day. Many people of color also live in places that are far from
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national parks or outdoor spaces, and are deprived of nature. Increasing representation of people
of color in the branding and outreach for national parks and outdoor spaces is a key way to
encourage more people of color to visit, and will encourage them to gain an appreciation for the
outdoors and be more likely to seek out leadership positions in national parks. They will see that
being outdoors can be a part of their cultural identity, and that they are welcome in these spaces.

(fig. 9) Social Media Campaign Slides. 2022. 1080 px x 1080 px.
The inclusive ad campaigns that I created encouraging people to visit the national park
show women and people of color enjoying engaging together and hiking in outdoor spaces.
Social media campaigns help reach a broader audience, and can help people come together in
solidarity. The social media campaign ‘#HikeLikeAGirl2019’ was started by Teresa Baker, the
founder of African American Nature & Parks Experience and creator of the CEO Outdoor
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Diversity Pledge, to support women who are getting out on the trails for their first solo or group
hike.18 Due to the social media outreach that this campaign gained, the event has grown and
turned into many people, not just women, who participate in support and solidarity. The social
media advertisement slides that I created for the Instagram of the national park specifically
encourages all people to visit the hiking trails at the park. The campaign encourages people to go
out to one of the trails at the park and take a picture for Instagram with ‘#NatureisForAll.’ This
campaign gives people the opportunity to find like minded people through social media who have
wanted to hike but may not have had the courage to do so. It shows that anyone should be able to
go to the park and enjoy the benefits of nature without feeling unsafe or unwelcome. This
campaign would bring unity to women and people of color and allow them to share narratives
and build a community at the national park and in other outdoor spaces. This will encourage
inclusion and also create safety in hiking in numbers.
Formative experiences for children are crucial in building their appreciation and
increasing their visitation to national parks as adults. David Scott and KangJae Jerry Lee state:
We believe that service provision for people of color can be improved by ensuring that programs
and facilities are affordable, accessible, culturally relevant, safe, and welcoming. More
specifically, we suggest that NPS initiatives and programs work toward ensuring that younger
generations of Americans, particularly youth of color, establish a long-term relationship and gain
in-depth experiences with national parks.19
In order to encourage families to bring their children to national parks and gain these in-depth
experiences, I designed an event poster for a family day at the national park. This event would
have activities that would allow them to form memories and learn more about the outdoors so
that they would feel more comfortable visiting again.
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(fig. 10) Family Day. 2022. 36 in. x 24 in.

Furthering Understanding and Solidarity
Due to constraints that women and people of color face, they have been underrepresented
and feel unsafe and unwelcome in national parks and outdoor spaces. Statistically, significantly
less people of color had experiences in national parks growing up than white park-goers. This is
mainly due to systemic racism, cultural factors, and social location. Encouraging people at a
young age to visit national parks is pertinent for them to gain formative experiences that will
influence them to continue going outdoors later in life. There are many threats and lurking
dangers in national parks, including human encroachment and harassment that cause women and
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people of color to feel unsafe, especially when alone. Unpredictable approaches, sexual
harassment, violence, and intimidation are all threats that women and people of color face when
they are outdoors. They have to constantly monitor their environment, and this turns an
experience that is supposed to be healing and leisurely into one that instills fear and anxiety.
Through conveying my contrasting feelings of being in nature through painting, I am
sharing my experiences and truth about how our perceptions and awareness change in the
transition from childhood to adulthood. Through the formative experiences that I had with my
family in nature as a child, I am able to feel comforted by and connected to the outdoors and have
gained an appreciation and attachment to visiting national parks. Despite the connection to nature
that I feel, I now feel anxiety and apprehension when I am in nature alone because of the new
perceptions that I have gained about the world. Shared experiences through art encourage people
to become more aware and mindful of their own feelings, and bring up questions that they may
not have considered in their own experience in this world.
Through my research there were some unanswered questions and gaps that I identified
that I can expand on in more research in the future. Many national parks were built on lands that
were forcibly taken by the federal government from indigenous people. It is important that
national parks maintain the cultural heritage of indigenous people and amplify their voices, but
there is still the question of how tourists can ethically visit national parks knowing the history of
what indigenous people endured having this land stolen from them.20 National parks should be
led by indigenous communities, and all visitors of national parks should acknowledge them and
learn how they can explore the lands in a mindful way. Something else that I encountered in my
research was that a lot of accounts and writings of female experiences in the outdoors “often
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assume the experience of white, able-bodied, class-privileged, heterosexual women.”21 The
question remains of how intersectionality can further be addressed in experiences outdoors, and
how can we also make national parks a safe space for trans and queer people? Many queer people
feel unsafe outdoors due to threats and harassment that they receive because of their identity.
National parks should find ways that they can amplify queer stories in outdoor spaces and start
more outreach programs for the LGBTQ+ community.22
In continuing this body of work and research in the future, it is also important for me to
find more ways that I can connect viewers to the paintings. I have explored ways that I can do
this already in some of my work. In the painting Reflections, I engage the viewer to make them
feel as though they are a part of the scene through the shadow at the bottom. I also use strategies
such as having the figures in the paintings looking at the viewer, and extending elements such as
fog to the edge of the painting to show that there is more beyond the boundaries of the canvas.
I want to consider more ways that I can engage the viewer and bring them into the scene so that
they will be more prompted to question their own perspective and feelings of visiting national
parks and how they feel when exposed in nature.
There is still a lot of work to be done in increasing safety and inclusion in national parks.
According to the article ‘America’s national parks face existential crisis over race,’ though efforts
have been made by the National Parks Service to increase diversity and representation in national
parks by “marketing to non-white communities, training staff on racial sensitivity, and working to
hire rangers from more diverse backgrounds” there have only been minor improvements that
have been seen.23 This issue may never fully be solved because of the severity of damage that has
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been done in the history of systemic racism in the United States. I want to expand the graphic
design work that I have done into the real world by working for and reaching out to national
parks and outdoor brands to find new ways that they can not only increase representation in their
spaces, but also increase feelings of safety and comfort through the branding and design of their
spaces. Signage and outreach through campaigns are crucial ways to ensure this. For example,
one reason that people of color do not feel safe or welcome is because most of the signage in
national parks explaining trails and safety concerns are only in English. Making sure to design
signage in other languages is one suggestion that I can make to national parks that they can begin
implementing. Creating my own campaigns on social media like the ‘#NatureisForAll’ campaign
is another way that I can reach a wider audience on this topic, and find like minded individuals to
foster a community and start hiking groups with.
The environmental activist Edward Abbey stated that “Wilderness is not a luxury but a
necessity of the human spirit.”24 Everyone should be able to have equitable access to national
parks because of the healing benefits that nature brings. It should not be seen as an inaccessible
luxury, but as something that is a necessity and an accessible and welcoming space for all.
Through my work, I will continue to raise questions about peoples’ experience in visiting
national parks, and advocate in solidarity for safety and inclusion to recognize that being
outdoors is a human right and necessity for all individuals.
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